Recycle More. Recycle Better.

Curbside
Information Sheet for
Curbside Pickup

Paper

| Goes in with your mixed recycling in the blue recycing roll cart.

Newspapers, magazines, catalogs, phone books, scrap paper, junk mail, cartons (milk, juice, soup), shredded
paper (must be in paper bag), cardboard boxes. (Flatten small boxes for the blue roll cart. Flatten and bundle
large boxes using twine or tape and place them next to the blue roll cart. Bundled cardboard must measure 36 in
or less in any direction.)

Plastic

| Goes in with your mixed recycling in the blue recycing roll cart.

Redeemable

Plastics recycling in the Portland Curbside Collection Service is based on size and shape not number. Put only
these types of plastics in your blue recycling roll cart: bottles with neck smaller than base (6 oz or larger), tubs (6
oz or larger), plant pots (4 in or larger), or buckets (5 gal or smaller). Remember, no caps or lids.
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Metal

| Goes in with your mixed recycling in the blue recycing roll cart.

Redeemable

Aluminum, tin and steel food cans, empty dry metal paint cans, empty aerosol cans, aluminum foil, scrap metal
(smaller than 30 in and less than 30 lbs). Collect small pieces of metal (beer bottle caps, glass jar lids, screws,
nails) inside steel cans and crimp closed.

Glass

| Goes in the yellow recycling bin.

Redeemable

Put glass on the side in the yellow recycling bin. Mix all colors together (labels are ok) and keep separate at the
curb in yellow glass bin or other rigid plastic container with “Glass Only” sticker.

Motor Oil

| Goes next to rolling carts.

Put motor oil in a clear plastic bottle with a screw-on lid. Place next to roll cart or bin. Don't mix with other liquids.
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